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UNIT-1 

LINEAR SYSTEM AND DISTRIBUTION MODEL 

 

What is Operations Research? 

Operations Research can be defined as a scientific approach to decision making which seeks to determine 

how best to design and operate a system under conditions requiring the allocation of scarce resources. The 

most important thing in this definition is the allocation of scarce resources for effective decision making. 

Invariably the resources are scarce and it is necessary to use these scarce resources efficiently so that the 

decision making is made possible. 

Operations Research also provides a set of algorithms that acts as tools for effective problem solving and 

decision making. So essentially it is a set of algorithms and techniques which are problem solving techniques 

in nature which can be used in the decision making process. 

 

As a field Operations Research has extensive applications in engineering, business and public systems. Right 

from solving smaller problems or smaller sized problems in the shop floor to large problems in public 

systems. Operations Research tools have found applications in these areas. These areas listed here which is 

engineering, business and public systems are only indicative and not exhaustive, Operations Research also 

has applications in areas other than these. OR as it is called is used extensively by the manufacturing and 

service industries in their decision making. 

 

Now how did this field of operation research start and when did it start? 

The origin of Operations Research can be traced to World War II where the British military asked scientists 

to analyze military problems. So what started as an application of scientific method to military is now called 

Operations Research. Over the years it is also called as management science and it can be also defined as a 

scientific approach to decision making that seeks to determine how best to operate a system under 

conditions of allocating scarce resources. 

  

Fundamentals of Operation Research: 

 

1. Linear Programming - Formulations  

2. Linear Programming – Solutions 

3. Duality and Sensitivity Analysis 

4. Transportation Problem 

5. Assignment Problem 

6. Dynamic Programming 

7. Deterministic Inventory Models 

 

Therefore we have linear programming formulations, linear programming solutions largely concentrating on 

the simplex algorithm beginning with the graphical method and algebraic method and then moving onto the 

simplex algorithm. Then we looked at duality and sensitivity analysis. 

Duality talks about the existence of a dual problem to a given linear Programming problem. The given 

problem is called the primal and the new problem is called the dual. So we looked at all aspects of duality, 

the duality theorems, the weak duality theorem, the optimality criterion theorem, the main duality theorem, 

complimentary slackness theorem and conditions and sensitivity analysis. We also looked at the 

transportation and assignment problems which are essentially network problems but these are problems 
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that can be solved using specialized algorithms that come out of principles of linear programming. Then we 

looked at a completely new approach to solving problems which is dynamic programming which essentially 

exploited the stage state characteristics of the problem. 

So any problem to which stage wise decision making is possible where decision making at a stage can be 

related to the best decision in the earlier stage one could use dynamic programming to solve. Towards the 

end of the earlier course we saw some deterministic inventory models which talk about applications of OR 

techniques to solving problems in inventory and materials management. 

 

 

Extensions to Linear Programming 

we are going to see all these topics simplex algorithm to make the simplex faster than the version that we 

saw in the earlier course and how to adapt the simplex algorithm for bounded variables linear programming 

problem which means if the linear programming problem has bounds on the variables can we adapt the 

simplex method to solve the bounds instead of treating each bound exclusively as a constraint. 

Then we will look at column generation and cutting stock problems which is one of the applications where 

we are going to apply these OR tools which is particularly a form of linear programming to optimize the 

cutting stock patterns. Then we will look at the decomposition algorithm where a large linear programming 

problem can be decomposed into smaller problems and by solving the smaller problems individually and by 

linking the solutions we can find the solution to the larger problem quickly. After this we will look at the 

primal dual algorithm which is essentially a kind of a dual algorithm where the dual feasibility is maintained 

and when the primal becomes feasible it becomes optimum. 

 

Simplex Algorithm 

Simplex algorithm provides the optimal solution to linear programming problems. We have also seen that 

the optimum solution to a linear programming problem is a corner point solution and therefore the simplex 

algorithm is also tailored in that manner to find out the corner point optimal solution.  

So the simplex algorithm starts with a corner point and then moves along the boundary of the feasible region 

from one corner point to another till it actually reaches the corner point which is the optimum solution to 

the linear programming problem. 

Now what does a simplex algorithm do? Now, if we consider a linear programming problem with n variables 

and m constrains. Usually n is greater than m the number of variables is greater than the number of 

constraints.  

We have all we have already seen in the earlier course that these variables can be of several types, these 

variables can be the problem decision variables, and they could also be slack variables where a slack variable 

is introduced to convert an inequality into an equation. And within these slack variables it can be a positive 

slack or a negative slack. The negative slack is also called the surplus variable. It could also be artificial 

variables where these artificial variables are introduced so that we are able to get an identity matrix in the 

simplex algorithm. So the variables are of three types. The other way of saying that these variables from a 

simplex point of view can be a greater than or equal to variable, can be an equation, can also be a less than 

or equal to type variable. Linear programming problem also has constraints and there are three types of 

constrains. The constraint is a greater than or equal to type constraint, it can be a less than or equal to type 

constraint and it can be an equation. So there are three types of variables in the linear programming 

problem, there are three types of constraints in the linear programming problem and the linear 

programming problem also has an objective function which can be a maximization objective function or a 

minimization objective function.  
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Three aspects of the simplex algorithm are called initialization, iteration and termination. 

Now in the initialization we try and bring the given linear programming problem into a format where the 

simplex method can readily be used to solve. So the initialization essentially tries to bring it into what is 

called the canonical form wherein an identity matrix can be easily read from the starting solution.  

In the iteration at the initialization stage we assume that we have a basic feasible solution and in the simplex 

algorithm this basic feasible solution is a corner point solution and in the simplex algorithm we move from 

one basic feasible solution to another from one corner point to another and then at the end the algorithm 

terminates. In each iteration simplex evaluates a different basic feasible solution. 

Now what is this basic feasible solution? We have said that there are n a ia les a d  o st ai ts a d let s 
assume that these n variables include all the types of variables which means al the constraints have now 

been converted to equations and if required all the artificial variables have been added so that n is clearly 

greater than m. Now, once we have more variables than constraints we also know that if we want to solve 

equations we can solve only for as many variables as the number of constraints that we have. So we can 

solve only for m variables in any iteration. 

 

So out of these n variables that we have n is greater than m we choose m variables to solve and the remaining 

n – m variables will be called non basic variables which are fixed at 0 so that we solve for the rest of the 

variables which are the basic variables. Such a solution is called a basic feasible solution and this basic 

feasible solution will be a corner point solution.  

So, in the initialization we ensure that we get a basic feasible solution. In iteration we move from one corner 

point solution to another with progressively better values of the objective function. 

If the problem is a maximization problem we not only ensure that every solution evaluated is basic feasible 

but we also ensure that the objective function does not decrease (or increases) in every iteration. At the end 

the algorithm will terminate either when it reaches the optimal solution or some other things happen. 

Therefore in order to now understand the termination condition we should also go back and review the 

fundamental theorem of linear programming which says that every linear programming is either feasible or 

unbounded or infeasible. So every linear programming is feasible or unbounded or infeasible. 

Now the fundamental theorem also says that if it is feasible it has a basic feasible solution and in this case it 

is expected to terminate with the optimum solution. So, simplex will terminate either with the optimum 

solution or by indicating an unbounded solution or by indicating an infeasible solution. Within this optimum 

case you will have a unique optimum or you will have an alternate optimum. 

In the unbounded we have defined the termination condition for unbounded and we have defined the 

termination condition for infeasible in the earlier course. Now in the format that we have used we will find 

that for a maximization problem all Cj – Zj is less than or equal to 0 we say that the optimum is reached and 

once the optimum is reached if we have another non-basic variable with zero then it indicates alternate 

optimum. These are the two cases unique optimum and alternate optimum in this case. 

If we have an entering variable which means if we have a variable with a positive C j – Zj it can enter and we 

are unable to find a leaving variable then it indicates unbounded and the linear programming problem is 

unbounded. And in the infeasible case there is one way of showing infeasibility that the optimality condition 

is satisfied which means all Cj – Zj is less than or equal to 0. However, you still have an artificial variable lying 

in the basis with a strictly positive value. If that happens then we say it is infeasible. 

Now if all Cj – Zj is less than or equal to 0 and if we find an artificial variable with a value equal to 0 then we 

may say that the system of equations is linearly dependent. So simplex has its own way of showing even that 

the system of equations is linearly dependent and therefore simplex can be used to solve a system of 

equations. But coming back to the point that we are discussing the three aspects are feasible, unbounded 
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and infeasible and these three define the termination condition for the simplex algorithm. In addition we 

may say that if simplex does not terminate in spite of all these then simplex does what is called cycling - 

simplex cycles. 

 

LINEAR PROGRAMMING FORMULATION 

In this chapter we will discuss Linear Programming (LP) formulation and applications. We define a Linear 

Programming problem, state the assumptions, introduce notations and terminology and provide 

formulations for several simple and involved applications. We also learn to solve Linear Programming 

problems using the graphical method and the Microsoft excel solver. We concentrate more on typical 

formulations and understanding the solutions than on the details of the algorithms that solve the LP 

problems. These are explained through numerical illustrations. We also provide some insight into duality 

and explain concepts of Dual through numerical illustrations and solutions using the excel solver. 

Linear Programming is perhaps amongst the widely used techniques to solve managerial problems. It started 

with applications in defense and over the last sixty years has been applied extensively in manufacturing, 

management, public systems, defense, education, health, infrastructure, logistics and distribution, port 

handling, agriculture, and communication systems to name a few areas. 

 

Problem1. F esh a d tasty  ake s ake akes a d past ies. O  a “u day o i g they ha e to ake plu  
ake  a d f uit past ies . They ha e 9 u its of flou  a d they use  u its of flou  pe  ake and 4 units per 

pastry. They also have 46 units of time in the oven that day and each cake requires 4 units in the oven and 

each pastry requires 3 units of time in the oven. They sell each cake for Rs 32 and each pastry for Rs 25. How 

many cakes and pastries they should make to maximize their sale? 

Solution: 

We first create a mathematical model and then solve the model to find out the number of cakes and pastries 

the baker should make. 

The baker has to decide the number of cakes and pastries to make. Let us define X as the number of cakes 

made and Y as the number of pastries made.  

Since they sell a cake for Rs 32 and a pastry for Rs 25, their revenue (if they can sell all the cakes and pastries 

made) is Rs 32X + 25Y. Since they wish to maximize the revenue, they want X and Y to Maximize 32X + 25Y 

If they can sell all the cakes and pastries that they can make and if there are no conditions or restrictions, 

they will make infinite amount of cakes and pastries.  There are limits on the availability of flour and time 

that will restrict the amount of cakes and pastries made. 

Since each cake requires 5 units of flour and each pastry requires 4 units of flour, the total requirement of 

flour is 5X + 4Y. The amount of flour available is 59 and therefore X and Y should be such that 5X + 4Y do not 

exceed 59. This is written as  

X+ Y  9 

Since each cake requires 4 units of time and each pastry requires 3units of time, the total requirement of 

time is 4X + 3Y. The amount of time available is 46 and therefore X and Y should be such that 4X + 3Y do not 

exceed 46. This is written as 

X+ Y   

(Please ote that the ≤ i e ualit  takes a e that the e ui e e t does ot e eed the availa ilit . We do ot 
use a strict < there because this would prevent all the available resources from being used). 

Finally we do not want to produce a negative number of cakes and pastries. The production quantities have 

to be non- egati e. This is itte  as X, Y  . 
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(Please note that it is not absolutely necessary to produce both the products. The only condition is that the 

production quantities should not be negative and this condition is called the non-negativity restriction). 

The mathematical model is to determine X and Y to: 

Maximize 32X + 25Y 

Subject to 

X+ Y  9  
X + Y    

X,Y  . 
 

TERMINOLOGY 

In the above model we used variable names X and Y to denote the number of cakes and pastries made. These 

are the variables that represent the decisions in the problem. They are called decision variables. 

The purpose of the model is to find out the values of the decision variables such that the function 32X + 25Y 

is as large as possible. In other words, the objective is to find out X and Y that maximizes 32X + 25Y (or makes 

it as large as possible). The function 32X + 25Y is called the objective function because it represents the 

objective of the model which is to maximize it. The conditions or limitations that restrict the values that the 

decision variables can take are alled the o st ai ts. We ha e t o o st ai ts that a e X + Y  9 a d X 
+ Y  .  
There is an additional condition that the decision variables should be non negative. These are called non 

negativity restrictions on the decision variables. These are the o ditio s X, Y  . 
1. limit on proportion of total funds put into balanced and bond investments, 

2. limitonproportionoffundsintheequity,specialequity,andforeigninvestmentsthat goes into equity 

funds, 

3. limit on expected capital losses, And the two most frequently forgotten by students 

4. limit on total funds available, 

5. Non-negativity constraints on the variables. 

 

LINEAR PROGRAMMING MODEL 

Our modeling process was carried out in the following steps: 

1. Identify the decision variables. 

2. Write the objective function (as a function of one or more decision variables). The objective either 

maximizes or minimizes the function. 

3. Write the constraints (the left hand side is a function of one or more decision variables and the right hand 

side is usually a known constant). The sign of the inequality that relates the left hand side (LHS) and the right 

ha d side ‘H“  is usually a ,  o  =. 
4. Write the non-negativity restrictions on the decision variables. 

 

We followed steps 1 to 4 in our formulation. We also observe that we have modeled the objective function 

as a linear function of the decision variables. Both the constraints are linear inequalities. Our model is a 

Linear Programming (LP) model because both the objective function and the constraints are linear functions 

of the decision variables. 
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ASSUMPTIONS IN LINEAR PROGRAMMING (LP) 

1. The total revenue is the sum of the revenues generated by the sale of cakes and pastries. 

2. Proportionality (or multiplicity): If each cake fetches revenue of Rs 32, X cakes fetch revenue of 32X. 

3. Divisibility: If each cake fetches revenue of Rs 32, making half a cake is allowed and it fetches revenue of 

16. 

4. Deterministic: All the values and coefficients are known in advance with certainty. 

 

USUAL NOTATION 

Since we had two decision variables, we can use X and Y to represent them. If we have a large bakery that 

makes 40 products (say), we would be at a loss to define notation for these.  

It is therefore customary to use X1 to Xn if we have n products. We therefore use X1 and X2 to represent the 

decision variables in our case. Sometimes Xij and Xijk are used to represent the decision variables depending 

on the situation. 

Ou  fi al LP odel fo  the ake s p o le  is 

Maximize = 32X1 + 25X2 

Subject to:  

5X1 + 4X2  59 

4X + 3 X2   

X , X   . 
 

Problem 2.Sweet and softy Bakers make two products biscuits (in packets) and cakes. Their demand for 

biscuit packets and cakes are 20 and 5 respectively. They have 40 hours of regular time and it takes 2 hours 

to make a biscuit packet and 3 hours to make a cake. They wish to meet the demand and since the regular 

time available is not enough to meet the demand, they decide to employ overtime. To meet worker 

requirements they have to employ exactly 25 hours of overtime. The cost of making a biscuit packet by 

regular time and overtime it costs Rs 8 and 10 respectively. It also costs Rs 6 and 7 respectively to make a 

cake by regular time and overtime. How many units of biscuit packets and cakes do they produce by the two 

modes to minimize total cost of production? They also wish to talk to the workers to provide at least 10 

hours of overtime. 

Solution: 

We have to decide the quantities of biscuit packets and cakes to be made using regular time and over time 

respectively. The objective is to minimize the cost of production. 

Let X1 and X2 represent the number of biscuit (packets) made using RT and OT respectively. Let Y1 and Y2 

represent the number of cakes made using RT and OT respectively. 

Since it costs Rs 8 and 10 to make a biscuit packet by regular time and overtime and it costs Rs 6 and 7 

respectively to make a cake by regular time and overtime, the objective function is to 

Minimize = 8X1 + 10X2 + 6Y1 + 7Y2 

The demand for biscuits has to met. Since X1 packets are made using RT and X2 by OT, total production is X1 

+ X2. This cannot be less than the demand of 20. The constraint is X1 + X2  . 
 

Similarly the constraint for cakes is Y1 + Y2   

X1 biscuits and Y1 cakes are to be made using RT.  It takes 2 hours to make a biscuit packet and takes 3 hours 

to make a cake by RT. The constraint is 2X1 + 3Y1  . 
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It takes 2 hours to make a biscuit packet and takes 3 hours to make a cake by OT. Exactly 25 hours of OT has 

to be used. The constraint is 2X2 + 3Y2 = 25. 

The non-negativity restrictions are given by X1, X2, Y1, Y2  . 
The final formulation is Minimize = 8X1 + 10X2 + 6Y1 + 7Y2 

Subjected to: 

X1 + X2   

Y1 + Y2   

2X1 + 3Y1   

2X2 + 3Y2 = 25 

X1, X2, Y1, Y2  .  
If the negotiations with the workers take place, the constraint 2X2 + 3Y2 = 25 is replaced by the constraint 

2X2 + 3Y2  . 
In the above formulation we have seen a minimization objective. We have also come across constraints that 

a e e uatio s a d/o  i e ualities of the  a d  type. 
In LP problems, the objective is to maximize or minimize a linear function of the decision variables. The 

o st ai ts a e li ea  a e o  of the ,  a d = type. The a ia les a e all  . 
Sometimes we may formulate variables that cannot be definitely defined as >=0. For example, if we have a 

decision variable that represents the profit made and if profit is defined as the difference of two variables 

(X1 is the profit while X2 is the sale and X3 is the cost) X2– X3, we may have positive or negative or zero profit. 

In such cases we define the variable as unrestricted. We consider the game theory example which has an 

unrestricted variable. 

 

STEPS IN THE GRAPHICAL METHOD 

 

1. Draw the constraints and obtain the feasible region. 

2. Identify the corner points of the feasible region. 

3. Evaluate the objective function at the corner points and identify the optimum solution. 

Please note that the graphical method works extremely well when we have two decision variables. When the 

number of decision variables increases, it becomes difficult to use the graphical method to get the optimum 

solution. We use the Simplex algorithm to solve LP problems with more than 2 variables.  
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We hope you find these notes useful. 

You can get previous year question papers at  

https://qp.rgpvnotes.in . 

 

If you have any queries or you want to submit your 

study notes please write us at 

rgpvnotes.in@gmail.com 
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